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competition once again, hopefully
before the year is out.
In the meantime Tim’s Tours is
back for a meander around some
mysterious lanes that even The
Management haven’t decided upon.
Plus a little rumour something
might be happening on October 4th
in regards to a ‘Copdock Show’

EDITORIAL

T

hank you for all your articles
over the past months, it’s kept
Trials & Tribulations going through
these months of inactivity.
It’s been a bit of a struggle to
find stuff for this month and I’m
not sure we’ll have enough for next
month so be prepared for no September Trials & Tribulations.
The green shoots of trials and
scrambles practices have begun
which in time will lead to organised

Keep ‘yer feet up,

TIM’S TOURS 2020
The management proudly announce
WE WILL BE BACK!

On Saturday 15th August we will be leaving
the Alma at 2.0 pm.
As of yet no route details are available.
Contact head office on;
01206735520 / 07761822223 nearer the
depart date for further information.
Social distancing rules will be
strictly observed.

Front Cover
This popped up when looking for a bit of a filler from within Roger
Birch’s scrapbooks (how nice it would be to have his original photo’s.)
A picture taken at Raydon Pit 34 years ago, how much more formidable
it looks back then compared to today.
The rest of the article is on page 4.
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TOWARDS “SECTION ENDS”
PART SIX
y little black Francis-Barnett
lar in that by any means. Nothing
“Falcon” saw me through the
attracted Police attention in the
remainder of my first full trials sea- very early 1960`s like a group of
son. Now in the team representing
motorcycle trials riders running in
the Clacton and District motorcycle line astern along the Queen's highclub, where we contested those
way. Most particularly in the CounOpen to Centre events, to which we ty of Essex. It usually worked out
were invited to by post, though it
like this. A black Austin “Westminwas within just a few months when ster” police car would pass us goa revived: “Eastern Centre Gazette,” ing the other way. Then after a mile
restarted after a lull and from then or so it had turned round, passed
on printed – by Centre Board stipu- and getting ahead, the officers
lation – entry forms and regulajumped out and waved us to stop.
tions for all disciplines.
Sometimes they would drive just in
For a few of these meetings we front and lower a sign in the rear
rode our bikes to the trial, in con- window of their car: “Pull over and
voy - four or five of us progressing
stop”
at a steady 30- 35 mph. The gear“Where are you going, lads?”
ing on my bike had first and secwas the usual opening query, folond gear close together and then a lowed by an examination of bikes
wider gap to third and fourth and
and tax discs. Sometimes we were
this made for a reasonable pace on given a ticket to produce our full
the road – bearing in mind that I
documents to our nearest Police
also used the bike to go to work.
station in five days. Invariably howOn a nice day, it was very pleasant ever, all was well and indeed the
to proceed with your mates to a
officers, now satisfied as to our obparticular trials venue – very often
jectives – would wish us luck in the
a pub or cafe where you would sign trial. Nonetheless, even by then, it
on and perhaps have a snack bewas clear that the majority of riders
fore you started. Remember also,
used vans or trailers to convey
that starting was at 30 second or
their bikes to the meetings, since
minute intervals, and with entries
over long distances, or in bad
frequently over a hundred, you
weather, riding to an event was not
might have to wait for quite some
much fun. It could be even worse
time before the official starter nod- coming home in the dead of winter
ded you off.
should the event be a long one or a
Nowadays, there is a sector of
rider encountered trouble. Lights
our current population given to
would be required – my bike had
much publicity, which complain
none and now having turned sevenabout being excessively stopped by teen, I began to consider having to
the Police and duly examined. May buy a van of my own.
Cont’d over
I say that they are not at all singu5

M

I had by now started work and
to my parents great anguish, took
a job wherein I earned reasonable
money compared say, to an apprentice or student of the time, simply
with the aim of generating enough
cash, not only to buy a van but I

also had my eyes set on a Triumph
Cub – after seeing Tery Eley and
Morry Garner on theirs. But first I
had to pass my driving test....

Sidge.

Two of the finest Trials Irons of their time:
In 1949 the Matchless below could be bought for £178/5/6d (£175: 27p)
and the James, right, in 1953 for £134/3/4d (£134/17p)
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Sad news from the Nestle factory toda
that fell 6 mebars
of chocolate
A worker was crushed beneath a case
tres off the storage racking.
time he shouted
ly
He repeated called for help but every
me”
“The Milky Bars are on
his colleagues just cheered!

I suppose I’m in the minority but I always like
to lick the knife
after I’ve finished.
None of the other surgeons seem to do it thou
gh.

My wife sent me a text the other day.
“Your great”
rally, I texted back,
natu
So,
“No, you’re great”
all happy and smiling.
She’s been walking around ever since
her grammar or leave it?
Should I tell her I was just correcting

THE

VINTAGE ENGINEERING
SUFFOLK
HOME OF PRECISION ENGINEERING

AIMED AT THE CLASSIC CAR & BIKE MARKET SPECIALISING IN
OBSOLETE COMPONENT MANUFACTURING
Whether you need a component modifying, prototype making or small
production machining, we can help you with any problem, no matter
how complex. Thanks to our extensive knowledge, flexible business
hours, and availability at short notice, we are guaranteed to meet all
your expectations.
TEL: 01787 375448 / 07835 686856
andy@vintageengineeringsuffolk.co.uk
www.vintageengineeringsuffolk.co.uk
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The South Midland Classic Trial
20th September 2020
not to
It is with great regret that we have made the decision
the
of
light
in
hold the South Midland Classic Trial this year
Covid restrictions.
and
This year was to be the 20th year of running this event
The
that.
we were hoping to make it a bit special to celebrate
event it
intention of the trial is as well as making it a competitive
isself-d
nt
curre
is also a very social affair. We feel that with the
ed.
reduc
are
that
tancing rules in place the chances of achieving
in
are
ls
officia
the
of
There is also the fact that the majority
category
their seventies and eighties and are in the vulnerable
many of
for
goes
also
That
and that has to be considered also.
the riders too.
even
We do realise that the restriction could hopefully ease
g
Havin
now.
start
to
has
event
further but planning the
we
riders
red
hund
one
over
of
year
last
achieved a record entry
cted
restri
a
ng
runni
by
s
event
future
don’t want to jeopardize
trial.
that
We would like to apologise for this decision but hope
will
we
you will all understand. Rest assured that next year
all
will
you
make up for it with a really special event. We hope
safe.
Stay
support it and look forward to seeing you all there.
Yours in sport,
Mick Clarkson
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Kelly at BB Embroidery, Brookfield, Tey Road, Earls Colne, Essex, CO6 2LQ
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August 2020

KEEPING TRACK!

Fixture list of Classic Events in East Anglia & some further afield

FORTHCOMING SHOWS
BEING ATTENDED BY THE E.F.A.
LLED
Weeting Country Show.
17th 18th & 19th
NCEJuly
CA

Langford Bike Meet. August 2nd ??
Copdock Bike Show. October 4th ???
(Rumours are abound that something may be organised)
Kempton Park Bike Show & Auto Jumble. December 5th

DRUM BRAKE EXCHANGE BRAKE SHOES (ALL TYPES)
Standard or oversize linings for worn drums with a material that works.
Call Kevin Plummer on 07774 277144

Unit 6, East Street, Braintree, Essex CM7 3JJ
Email: challisautospares@yahoo.co.uk www.challisautospares.co.uk
Coil Rewinding Available - Discount to all Club Members
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£198 a pair

£76 a pair
£134 a pair
£164 a pair

£93 a pair

£83 a pair
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